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1. What’s new
1. Sponsors can now add a video to their classifieds ads
2. Sponsors can now now upload an additional file to their classifieds ads
3. Site manager can now bulk insert categories
4. Site manager can now change the content of the front-end pages with the new Page Editor
feature

2. Improvements
1. A new flag was created to generate the sitemap links with “https”
2. “Manage Levels & Pricing” section now validates changes to avoid empty level names
3. Average review information removed from Deals mapping on Elasticsearch
4. Spanish translations updated
5. Auto-complete for locations changed to display the location hierarchy
6. Site manager can now choose the primary language when creating a new add on (available
for English, Portuguese and Spanish)
7. Search by addresses changed to use “phrase” as the type of the match query, improving
the results relevancy
8. Auto-complete plugin updated to not accept the first suggestion by pressing tab
9. Label “Time left to buy” changed to “Time left to redeem” on deal detail view
10. Page “All Locations” restructured to better load the content
11. Max width for the logo image was increased
12. Changes the way the dropdown to export emails by location is generated to avoid memory
leak
13. Color palette for the Default theme updated
14. Default background image updated
15. Default logo image updated
16. Footer navigation on Default theme changed to 3 columns
17. Plugin for custom content updated to a new editor
18. Blog entries on the API are now ordered by publication date
19. Sitemap updated to not include locations which don’t have content related to them
20. Adds account activation link to all sign up emails notifications (claim and advertise)
21. Search engine for events restructured to support search for recurring events

3. Changes
1. Section “Share and Networking” on site manager renamed to “Social Media”
2. Backend color scheme updated to match eDirectory brand
3. Previous site content for sections profile, advertise and sponsors removed
4. Section “Listing Type” moved to the “Content” section
5. Inquire page integrated with the Contact Us page

6. Slider management moved from section “Content” to the new “Page Editor” section
7. Custom pages management moved from section “Content” to the new “Page Editor” section
8. Faqs management moved from section “Design & Customization” to section “Content”
9. Newsletter labels edition removed from section “Promote”
10. Tool tips removed from site manager sidebar
11. End of support to the previous version of the mobile API (api3.php)
12. Table “Listing_Summary” removed
13. Cron “randomizer.php” removed
14. Column “random_number” remove from all modules tables
15. Table “Listing_FeaturedTemp” removed
16. Mobile API increased to version 2
17. Results URL structure changed to avoid friendly-url conflicts
18. Adds both keywords and location search to the page title on the results page
19. Wordpress integration removed

4. Bug fixes
1. Fixes cache problem with Upcoming Events
2. Fixes categories display problem on the bulk update dropdown
3. Removes label "leave it blank” from the deal form when it is not needed
4. Synchronize deals information on Elasticsearch when the listing is updated
5. Fixes error with article publication date not saving
6. Removes filter by rating when the results set do not have listings or articles
7. Fixes error on the Map View option when sorting the results by distance.
8. Fixes error that requires to save the form twice to change the clock type on site manager
9. Fixes link "View on website" on modules preview with multiple domains.
10. Fixes social network fields showing “[]" on listing form
11. Fix javascript error on listing form when trying to add a new location
12. Fixes error with google login via the profile add page
13. Fixes wrong links to sponsors area on the navigation bar
14. Fixes email configuration to save the email encryption correctly on the yaml file
15. Fixes SQL error on the cron that update the sitemap content
16. Fixes sql error after deleting categories associated with an item
17. Fixes alert success class color after updating the color scheme
18. Fixes event time hardcoded on the featured box on theme Wedding
19. Fixes error on API that is not displaying extra fields for listings
20. Fixes layout structure on listing detail view to avoid blank spaces on deals and classified
sections

21. Fixes classified price not showing on listing detail for themes wedding, doctor and
restaurant
22. Fixes detail_url node not being sent to classified detail resource on the API
23. Fixes login via Facebook not working on the new Apps
24. Fix to avoid the mobile API key of being changed from nowhere
25. Removes deals and classifieds information from listing detail if the modules are disabled
26. Fixes geo location value sent to the API when latitude and longitude are null
27. Fixes review fields in API when the feature is disable and/or the level does not allow
reviews.
28. Fixes sql error after deleting a badge
29. Adds error messages on listing edition through the claim process
30. Fixes number of classifieds duplicated on Advertise plans
31. Fixes bug with pop up to send reviews not opening automatically after logging in via Google
accounts
32. Fixes bug on sign up process that are not associating new listings with the default listing
type
33. Translate error messages on the Newsletter box
34. Fixes error that was preventing badges from being displayed on the summary view
35. Changes All Categories page ordination to alphabetical order
36. Enables Submit button after validating a backlink
37. Updates color scheme to apply custom colors on the social media buttons on the detail
views
38. Fixes claim process not approving free listings automatically
39. Fixes logic on method “hasrenewaldate” of all modules that was causing unexpected
behaviors
40. Fixes Google ReCaptcha integration to avoid error on listings contact form
41. Fix wrong classified constant usage on listing classified association form
42. Fixes problem on import process that can not import all items due to a wrong flag on the
database
43. Fix on API to not display all modules as filter options when the user searched by a category
44. Fixes Elasticsearch query to return deals which end date is exactly today
45. Adds abstract to “Results” group on Article's entity for the API
46. Fixes problem with classifieds losing the relationship to their listings after edition
47. Update API to trigger the email notifications for new accounts
48. Removes duplicated eDirectory title from New accounts email subject
49. Fixes SQL error after deleting a listing associated with at least one classified

50. Fixes SQL error after creating a free listing through the sponsors interface and
automatically activate it
51. Adds validation to check if the listing id exists before adding a button to edit it, on the
manage claims interface
52. Removes ''.php" from the redirect to the maintenance page on profile section
53. Fixes invalid format for empty results set on the article resource of the API
54. Fixes banners to decrease the amount of impressions left after a banner is displayed
55. Fixes listing association on deal edit form
56. Fixes problem with the event resource on the API that was returning the address duplicated
57. Fixes renewal reminder notifications to avoid wrong emails being sent
58. Fixes site manager order by dropdown not working properly after changing the order
multiple times
59. Removes repeated word 'every' on recurring events display
60. Add validation to avoid a blank space being shown on Categories page when there are no
categories to be displayed
61. Fixes error on All Locations page when only one level is set and has a default value
62. Fixes logout button missing when site manager interface is in Spanish
63. Fixes import process not validating accounts created through Facebook and Google
64. Adds method setBcc to Mailer function to avoid error on emails notifications when site
manager sets a BCC to the email
65. Fixes problem with the locations synchronizations when the location level does not have a
parent location
66. Fixes display of Google Ads banner on the fronted pages
67. Fixes New leads notification message to break line accordingly
68. Fixes error on the Upcoming Events box that was not showing non recurring events that
already started
69. Sync the number of detail views counter on Elasticsearch to make sure the ordination by
popularity works properly
70. Fixes typo on label “every day” for recurring events
71. Fixes sql error when editing an event, classified or article without a valid gallery
72. Fixes classified price being shown twice on the featured boxes of the Doctor theme
73. Changes the status dropdown on modules edition form to include the status “expired”
74. Fixes payment of custom invoices using Stripe with recurring enabled
75. Fixes the modules home page to properly thrown a 404 error if the page is visited with the
module disabled
76. Fixes recurring information not being shown on the featured events box
77. Improvements on Stripe integration after updates on plans, coupons and currency settings

78. Fixes search by category and location to randomize the results every 20 minutes

